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I.

INTRODUCTION
With growing consumer demands and geographically separated energy sources, large

power exchanges over long transmission lines play a vital role in the secure and economic
operation of modern power systems. As the power system gets more stressed with increasing
loads, the need to transfer power over long transmission lines increases. With political and
environmental restrictions on the development of new transmission and generation facilities,
it is critical to utilize the total capability of existing transmission lines while also maintaining
adequate system reliability.
The obvious and most effective way to increase transmission capability (beyond its thermal rating) is to build a new transmission line. However, this is an expensive solution. If
voltage limits and voltage stability are the determining factor for the transfer capability,
additional sources of reactive power can be installed at critical location in order to smooth
the voltage profile and to increase the reserves against the loss of voltage stability. FACTS
devices with suitable controllers allow increased utilization of the existing network, closer to
its thermal loading capacity, and avoid the need to construct new transmission lines. Among
different FACTS (flexible AC transmission system) devices, STATCOM is being increasingly
used for enhancing dynamic voltage stability. STATCOMs with a suitable control strategy
have the potential to significantly increase the transient stability margin as well as voltage
stability of the system.
Generation of electricity using wind power sources has received considerable attention
worldwide in recent years. It has been reported that targets have been set to generate ten
to fifteen percent of the world’s electricity from wind power by 2020.1 Wind farms are generally erected in remote areas and it is difficult to control the voltage at these distant places
by the use of synchronous generators located at substantial distances. As more and more
attention is paid to the increased use of wind farms, a number of complex issues need to
be investigated in more detail. Voltage control assessments and reactive power compensation play an increasingly important role during planning and development in determining
secure transfer limits for large-scale wind power plants in areas distant from the main power
transmission system. It is important to consider the dynamics of wind farms in order to
accurately determine the transfer capability.
Transfer capabilities of inter-tie transmission lines establish how much power can be
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exchanged between the areas without compromising system viability, voltage security, and
dynamic security.2 In heavily loaded systems voltage stability limit dominates and voltage
instability is observed following a large disturbance in a heavily stressed power system with
interconnections separated by long distances. Recently more attention is being paid to
maintain a healthy voltage profile and design controller for voltage stability. Sufficient
attention has not been paid to voltage stability in the determination of the ATC as compared
to what has been done for angle stability.
To determine the transfer capability, methods considering thermal and static powerflow analysis have been widely used. In the literature, approaches for the determination
of the steady-state limit have been presented taking into account the system limitations
linked to steady-state conditions such as maximum loadability, bus voltage and transmission
current limits.3 A technique based on determining voltage stability limits directly associated
to voltage collapse conditions (saddle node bifurcation) has been proposed in Ref. 4. An
algorithm has been presented in Ref. 5 to evaluate first order effects of network uncertainties
such as load forecast error and simultaneous transfers on calculated transfer capability. The
dynamics of the power system devices are not considered in these papers.4,5 Recently the
effects of wind power integration on total transfer capability have been investigated using an
optimal power-flow technique.6 This technique does not consider wind farm dynamics and
the wind turbine is modeled as a load bus. The behavior of wind turbines during and after
disturbances is different from that of conventional generators. During a fault, fixed-speed
wind generators draw a large amount of reactive power from the system. This brings out
the need to consider the dynamics of wind farms to calculate the dynamic ATC.
Other research directions aim to utilize FACTS devices to enhance transfer capability
of certain lines. Optimal placement of FACTS controllers has been studied to maximize
the available transfer limit using second order sensitivity analysis.7 This approach utilizes
standard voltage collapse techniques and a variety of static system limits. An optimal
power-flow based ATC enhancement model has been formulated to achieve the maximum
power transfer for the specified interface with FACTS control, where voltage limits and
line thermal limits have been considered.8 The impact of FACTS devices on ATC and its
enhancement has been studied using a genetic algorithm to optimize the best location of
an static VAr (volt-ampere reactive) compensator (SVC).9 In Ref. 10, the effects of FACTS
devices on total transfer capability considering thermal, voltage and transient stability limits
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of the system have been discussed. Fuzzy control based active and reactive power control
of the super-conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) unit, as well as the control of
the transmission line impedance by the static synchronous series capacitor (SSSC) have
been studied to increase the maximum loadability of the transmission lines which may be
constrained by transient stability limit.11 Most of the existing works on the enhancement
of transfer limit use local FACTS controllers which are designed based on linear models.
However, conventional generators and wind generators are highly nonlinear and are coupled
with each other.
Modern nonlinear large-scale power systems need more and more sophisticated controllers
which require information from the overall network. A decentralized controller, on the other
hand is effective and cheap since it does not require information exchange between generator
units and is based on local measurements. Because the plant structure and parameter
uncertainties always exist, it is also very important to design controllers that are robust to
modeling uncertainties. An output- feedback robust decentralized switching control has been
proposed recently.12 In it the operating range is divided into several intervals; one controller is
designed for each interval and the controllers are switched depending on the operating point.
In practical power systems, it is difficult to implement the switching controllers as unwanted
transients may arise due to switching. A decentralized nonlinear controller for large-scale
power systems based on the input-output feedback linearization (FBL) methodology has
been proposed in Ref. 13. The controllers designed using FBL require the information
about the power system topology and the states must be measurable. In practice, it is
very difficult to measure all states of the power system. In addition, feedback linearization
schemes need exact plant parameters to cancel the inherent system nonlinearities and this
makes the stability analysis an involved task.
Wind generator dynamics have considerable effect on the voltage and transient stability
of power systems as well as on transfer limits. The literature dealing with the impacts of
wind generator dynamics on the ATC is scarce. Section III includes the method, used in
this paper, to determine the dynamic ATC and also to analyze the important effects of wind
power penetration on the dynamic ATC.
The main contribution in this paper is to present a method for designing a decentralized
robust STATCOM controller which enhances dynamic voltage stability as well as transient
stability and thereby increases the ATC. For controller design we use the decentralized
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minimax linear quadratic output-feedback control design technique. Within the minimax
optimal control design framework, robustness is achieved via optimization of the worstcase quadratic performance of the underlying uncertain system.14 This method achieves an
acceptable trade-off between control performance and robustness of the system. The control
design in this paper has been tested by simulations under various types of disturbances on a
test system. For comparison purposes, the performance of a PI-based STATCOM controller
is also evaluated.15 The comparison shows the superiority of the designed control method
over the conventional PI-based STATCOM controller.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II provides the mathematical modeling
of the power system devices under consideration and discusses the test system. Section III
presents an algorithm to determine the ATC; Section IV summarizes the application of
the decentralized robust control design technique and presents an algorithm to design the
controller; and in Section V, case studies and performance of the controller are outlined.
Section VI draws the conclusions.

II.

POWER SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a benchmark two area power system, which consists of wind

generators, conventional generators, STATCOMs, and a mix of constant current, constant
impedance, and constant MVA loads. For stability analysis we include the transformer and
the transmission line in the reduced admittance matrix. Dynamic models used for the power
system devices are presented next.

A.

Wind generator
Wind speed and mechanical power extracted from the wind are related as:16
Pwti =

ρi
Awti cpi (λi , θi )Vw3i ,
2

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where n is total number of generators, Pwti is the power extracted from
the wind in watts, ρi is the air density (kg/m3 ), cpi is the performance coefficient or power
coefficient, tip speed ratio λi =

ωwti Ri
,
Vwi

Ri is the wind turbine radius (m), ωwti is the wind

turbine rotational speed (rad/s), Vwi is the wind speed (m/s), θi is the pitch angle (degree)
5

and Awti is the area covered by the wind turbine rotor (m2 ). A pitch angle controller can
be used to control the pitch angle θi . The pitch angle controller is active only in high wind
speeds and prevents the rotor speed from becoming too high.16
A two-mass drive train model of a wind turbine generator system (WTGS) is used in this
paper as the drive train model can satisfactorily reproduce the dynamic characteristics of
WTGS. The dynamics of the shaft are represented as (i = 1, 2, . . . , n):16
Twti − Ksi γi
,
ω̇wti =
2Hwti
Ksi γi − Tei
ω̇mi =
,
2Hwti
γ̇i = 2πf (ωwti − ωmi ),

(1)
(2)
(3)

where f represents the nominal grid frequency, Ti is the torque, γi is the angular displacement
between the two ends of the shaft, ωi is the speed, Hi is the inertia constant, and Ksi is the
shaft stiffness. The subscripts wti denote variables related to the ith wind turbine rotor.
Similarly, mi and ei denote, respectively, mechanical and electrical variables related to the
ith generator.
For representation of fixed-speed induction generator models in power system stability
studies, the stator flux transients can be neglected in the voltage relations.17 A simplified
transient model of a single cage induction generator (IG) with the stator transients neglected
and rotor currents eliminated is described by the following algebraic-differential equations
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n):16,18
′
Vdsi = Rsi idsi − Xi′ iqsi + Edr
,
i

(4)

′
Vqsi = Rsi idsi + Xi′ iqsi + Eqr
,
i
1
ṡi =
[Tmi − Tei ] ,
2Hmi

1  ′
′
′
− (Xi − Xi′ )idsi − si ωs Edr
,
Ėqr
= − ′ Eqr
i
i
i
Toi

1  ′
′
′
+ (Xi − Xi′ )iqsi + si ωs Eqr
,
Ėdr
= − ′ Edr
i
i
i
Toi

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

where Xi′ = Xsi + Xmi Xri /(Xmi + Xri ), is the transient reactance, Xi = Xsi + Xmi , is
the rotor open-circuit reactance, To′i = (Lri + Lmi )/Rri , is the transient open-circuit time
constant, Psi = Vdsi idsi + Vqsi iqsi , is the real power, Qsi = Vqsi idsi − Vdsi iqsi , is the reactive
q
′
power, Vti = Vds2 i + Vqs2 i , is the terminal voltage of the IG, si is the slip, Edr
is the directi

′
axis transient voltages, Eqr
is the quadrature-axis transient voltages, Vdsi is the d-axis stator
i
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voltage, Vqsi is the q-axis stator voltage, Tmi is the mechanical torque, Tei is the electrical
torque, Xsi is the stator reactance, Xri is the rotor reactance, Xmi is the magnetizing
reactance, Rsi is the stator resistance, Rri is the rotor resistance, Hmi is the inertia constant
Rt
of the IG, δi = 0 ωri dt, is the rotor angle, ωri is the rotor speed, ωs is the synchronous
speed, idsi and iqsi are d- and q-axis components of the stator current, respectively.

The equations that describe a squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) are identical to
those of the doubly-fed induction generator except that the rotor is short-circuited for SCIG.
The converter for variable-speed wind generators used in this paper consist of two voltage
source converters connected back-to-back.16 This enables variable-speed operation of the
wind turbines by using a decoupling control scheme which controls the active and reactive
components of current separately. A general model for representation of variable-speed wind
turbines in power system dynamic simulations has been presented in Ref. 19.

B.

Generator
All the generators in this paper have been represented by a sub-transient model. The

mechanical input power to the generator is assumed to be constant during the disturbances.
The differential equations governing the sub-transient dynamic behavior of the k th generator
is given by:20
δ̇k = ωk ωs − ωs ,
(9)
"
Xd′′ − Xlsk ′
Xd′ − Xd′′k
Xq′ − Xq′′k
1
Tmk − ′ k
Eqk Iqk − ′ k
ψ1dk Iqk + ′ k
ψ2q Id
ω̇k =
2Hk
Xdk − Xlsk
Xdk − Xlsk
Xqk − Xlsk k k

Xq′′k − Xlsk ′
′′
′′
− ′
E Id + (Xqk − Xdk )Iqk Idk − Dk ωk ,
(10)
Xqk − Xlsk dk k
"
Xd′ k − Xd′′k
1
−Eq′ k − (Xdk − Xd′ k ){−Idk −
(ψ1dk
Ėq′ k = ′
Tdok
(Xd′ k − Xlsk )2

−(Xd′ k − Xlsk )Idk − Eq′ k )} + Kak (Vrefk − Vtk + Vsk ) ,
(11)


Xq′ k − Xq′′k
1
′
′
′
′
′
Edk + (Xqk − Xqk ){Iqk −
(−ψ2qk + (Xqk − Xlsk )Iqk − Edk )} ,
Ėdk = − ′
Tqok
(Xq′ k − Xlsk )2
(12)
ψ̇1dk =


1 
−ψ1dk + Eq′ k + (Xdk − Xlsk )Idk ,
′′

Tdok
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(13)

ψ̇2qk = −


1 
′
,
ψ
+
E
−
(X
−
X
)I
2q
q
ls
q
d
k
k
k
k
k
′′

Tqok

(14)

for k = 1, , 2, . . . , m, where m is total number of generators, Kak is AVR (automatic voltage
regulator) gain, Vtik is the terminal voltage, Vsk is the auxiliary input signal to the exciter,
δk is the power angle of the generator, ωk is the rotor speed with respect to a synchronous
reference, Eq′ k is transient emf due to field flux linkage, Ed′ k is transient emf due to flux linkage
in q-axis damper coil, ψ1dk is the sub-transient emf due to flux linkage in d-axis damper,
ψ2qk is the sub-transient emf due to flux linkage in q-axis damper, ωs is the absolute value of
the synchronous speed in radians per second, Hk is the inertia constant of the generator, Dk
′′
′
are direct-axis open-circuit transient
and Tdo
is the damping constant of the generator, Tdo
k
k
′
′′
and sub-transient time constants, Tqo
and Tqo
are q-axis open-circuit transient and subk
k

transient time constants, Idk and Iqk d- and q-axis components of stator current, Xlsk is the
armature leakage reactance, Xdk , Xd′ k and Xd′′k are synchronous, transient and sub-transient
reactances along d-axis, Xqk , Xq′ k and Xq′′k are synchronous, transient and sub-transient
reactances along q-axis, respectively. The IEEE-ST1A type excitation system is used in this
paper.20

C.

STATCOM
The basic reason of installing a STATCOM in a power system is to provide a controllable

AC voltage source. This is done by a voltage source inverter connected to a DC capacitor
as shown in Fig. 1. The dynamics of this voltage source is governed by the charging and
discharging of a large (nonideal) capacitor. Firing angle αl controls active power exchange
in the converter as well as charge and discharge of DC capacitors and consequently DC-bus
voltage vdcl .
The dynamics for lth STATCOM can be described by the following equation:
v̇dcl (t) = −

vdcl
Ps l
−
,
Cl vdcl
RCl Cl

(15)

for l = 1, 2, . . . , p where p is total number of STATCOMs, vdcl is the capacitor voltage, Cl
is the DC capacitor, RCl is the internal resistance of the capacitor, and Psl is the power
supplied by the system to the STATCOM to charge the capacitor. The AC side STATCOM
voltage El = kl vdcl ∠αl , where αl is the bus angle of the STATCOM in the reduced network,
and kl is a constant associated with the inverter of the STATCOM.
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FIG. 1. STATCOM (equivalent circuit)

The terminal voltage of STATCOMs is measured using a transducer with first order
dynamic:
v̇tml = −

vtml
+ Kml vtl ,
Tml

(16)

where vtml is the sensor output, vtl is the voltage at the connection point of STATCOM,
Kml is a constant and Tml is the time constant of the voltage transducer.

D.

Test system
The two area test system shown in Fig. 2 consists of 11 buses and 3 generators.21 The

system consists of an area fed by a remote generator G2 of nominal capacity 2200 MVA
through five 500 kV parallel lines. Generator (G1 ) models an infinite bus representing
a large inertia interconnected system. Area 2 contains a 1600 MVA local synchronous
generator G3 and two aggregate loads, one industrial directly served via the off nominal
constant ratio transformer T4 , and one commercial-residential load on bus 11. All the load,
PL = 6655 MW and QL = 2021 MVAr, for this test system is in area 2. This load is
connected to the transmission network through two transformers (T5 and T6 ) and a 115 kV
transmission line between buses 9 and 10. In dynamic simulation, the active components of
loads are represented by constant current models and the reactive components by constant
impedance models22 . The base case transfer of power from area 1 to area 2 is 5501 MW.
Shunt compensation in area 2 is provided by capacitors C1 and C2 . The parameters for
9
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FIG. 2. Test system (G-synchronous generator, WT-wind generator, SM -STATCOM)

the test system are given in the Appendix. The above described test system is modified by
adding two wind farms and a STATCOM at each wind farm as shown in Fig. 2. The effect
of wind generation on the ATC is analyzed by varying the mix of conventional and wind
generation. The control design is demonstrated for a 5% of the total generation provided
by the wind generators in the two wind farms.
The aim of this paper is to design STATCOM controllers to minimize the variation of
induction generator slips and thereby improve the ATC. We have designed controllers for
STATCOMs, SM1 and SM2 , shown in Fig. 2. For each STATCOM controller, the measured
variable is its output voltage and control inputs are the modulation index ki and firing angle
αi . In this paper ki has been fixed and αi is used as the control variable. The increase in
dynamic ATC, between the two areas separated by transmission lines between bus 6 and
bus 7, due to the designed controller is demonstrated in this paper.
The ATC is determined using the full nonlinear model of the test system. Controllers
are designed using a linearized model of the system. As mentioned previously, owing to the
nature of the control problem, decentralized controllers are designed for each STATCOM
and an excitation controller is implemented for the generator G3 .
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III.

ALGORITHM FOR DYNAMIC ATC ASSESSMENT

A number of methods for computing the ATC have been reported in the literature.
Continuation power-flow methods repeat full-scale AC load-flow solution for each increment
of the load above the base case value at the sink bus until a line in the system is overloaded.5
Although accurate, these methods are not real-time compatible for large systems. As an
alternative there exist DC load-flow based methods which are a bit faster than their AC
counterparts but they model only real power-flow in the lines and assume the network to be
lossless.23
Methods based on power transfer or outage distribution factors can cater only to the
scenarios that are too close to the base case from which these factors are derived.24 The
reported artificial neural network method requires a large input vector so that it has to
oversimplify determination of ATC by limiting it to a special case of power transfer to a
single area from all of the remaining areas.25 This method is unable to track down the
bus-to-bus transactions, which is the true spirit of deregulation.
In this paper, the following procedure is used to analyze the ATC and verify the performance of the designed controller:26
(i) Select the base case and solve the power-flow;
(ii) Make a step increase in generation and load, solve the power-flow problem according
to the modified system condition;
(iii) Conduct a stability analysis to check the security limit for large disturbances with the
complete nonlinear model;
(iv) If the security limit is acceptable, go to (ii), otherwise go to (v);
(v) The highest feasible increment denotes how much power can additionally be transmitted for the given base scenario.

IV.

DECENTRALIZED ROBUST CONTROL

This section presents all the equations required to design decentralized STATCOM controllers. The control design is based on recent works on the decentralized minimax output11
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FIG. 3. Block diagram of the uncertain system.

feedback control.12,27 The power system model used in this paper is described by the following
form where a large scale system S comprising N subsystems Si , i = 1, 2, . . . N,
Si : ẋi (t) = Ai xi (t) + Bi ui (t) + Ei ξi (t) + Li ri (t),

(17)

zi (t) = Ci xi (t) + Di ξi (t),

(18)

ζi = Hi xi (t) + Gi ui (t),

(19)

yi = Cyi xi (t) + Dyi ξi (t),

(20)

where xi ∈ Rni is the state vector, ui ∈ Rmi is the control input, ξi ∈ Rpi is the perturbation, ζi ∈ Rhi is the uncertainty output, zi ∈ Rqi is the controlled output, yi ∈ Rgi
is the measured output, and the input ri describes the effect of the other subsystems
S1 , . . . , Si−1 , Si+1 , . . . , SN on subsystem Si . The structure of the system S is shown in Fig. 3.
The system model (17)-(20) reflects the nature of a generic interconnected uncertain system
in which each subsystem is affected by uncertainties that have two sources. Local uncertainties in the large scale system arise from the presence of uncertain dynamics in each
subsystem. Such dynamics are driven only by the uncertainty output ζi of the subsystem
Si . A second source of uncertainties arises from interactions between the subsystems of the
large scale system. Indeed, the partition of a complex uncertain system into a collection of
subsystems Si results in the uncertainty in the original system being distributed amongst
the subsystems. This provides the motivation for treating the interconnections as uncertain
perturbations.
12

The matrices Di , Gi and Dyi are chosen in such a way that the following assumptions hold.
We assume that the power system under consideration satisfies the following assumptions:12
• Assumptions 1: For all i = 1, . . . , N, DiT Di + GTi Gi > 0, Dyi DyTi > 0.
• Assumptions 2: The pair (Ai , CiT Ci ), i = 1, . . . , N, is observable.
• Assumptions 3: The pair (Ai , Bi ), i = 1, . . . , N, is stabilizable.
We also define ξi = △i ζi and ri =

P

j6=i

˜ ij ζj , where △i and △
˜ ij are uncertain gain matrices.
△

The uncertainty and interconnections satisfy the following conditions:
kξi (t)k2 ≤kζi (t)k2 and kri (t)k2 ≤

X

kζj (t)k2 .

(21)

j6=i

The minimax output-feedback controller designed in this paper minimizes the following
cost subject to the above (21) bounds on the local uncertainty and interconnections:
Z

0

N
∞X

kzi (t)k2 dt.

(22)

i=1

In this paper we consider norm bounded constraints, as in (21), instead of the more
general IQCs (integral quadratic constraints). This means that the designed controllers are
suboptimal for norm bounded constraints. As described in Ref. 12, the control algorithm
finds the infimum of the right-hand-side of the following function over the set T :
inf

sup

ui , i=1,...,N Ξ,Π

Z

0

N
∞X

2

kzi (t)k dt ≤ inf
T

i=1

N
X
i=1



xTi0 Xi + τi Mi + θi M̄i xi0 ,

(23)

where [x10 , . . . , xN 0 ]T is the initial condition vector, Ξ is a set of all admissible uncertainties,
2N
Π is a set of admissible interconnection inputs, a set of vectors T = {{τi θi }N
},
i=1 ∈ R

Mi > 0 and M̄i > 0 are two positive definite symmetric matrices which satisfy the following
conditions:
E

Z

tl

0

E

Z

0

tl


kζi (t)k2 − kξi (t)k2 dt > −x′i0 Mi xi0 ,
!
N
X
kζn (t)k2 − kri (t)k2 dt > −x′i0 M̄i xi0 ,

(24)
(25)

n=1,n6=i

′
where E is the expectation operator, {tl }∞
l=1 , tl → +∞ is a sequence, Mi = Mi > 0,

M̄i = M̄ ′ i > 0. Equations (24) and (25) allow to account for effects of non-zero initial
13

conditions of uncertain dynamics in the local uncertainty channels and interconnections.
The term on the right hand sides of IQCs (24) and (25) correspond to bound on these
uncertainties. Those bounds can be written as quadratic forms x′i0 Mi xi0 , and x′i0 M̄i xi0 .14
The matrices Xi and Yi are the solutions of the following pair of parameter dependent
coupled generalized algebraic Riccati Eqs.:27


ATi Yi + Yi Ai + Yi B̄2i B̄2Ti Yi − CyTi Wi−1 Cyi − C̄iT C̄i = 0,


ATi Xi + Xi Ai + C¯T i C̄i − Xi Bi Ri−1 BiT − B̄2i B̄2Ti Xi = 0,

(26)
(27)

P
where Ri = D̄iT D̄i , Wi = D̄yi D̄yTi , θ̄i = N
n=1,n6=i θn ,




Ci
Di
 , D̄i = 
,
C̄i = 
(τi + θ̄i )1/2 Hi
(τi + θ¯i )1/2 Gi
i
h
B̄2i = τi−1/2 Ei θi−1/2 Li ,

i
h
D̄yi = τi−1/2 Dyi 0 .

Then the controller is designed with the Eqs.:12



ẋci = {Ai − Bi R−1 BiT − B̄2i B̄2Ti Xi }xci

+ [Yi − Xi ]−1 CyTi Wi−1 [yi (t) − Cyi xci (t)] ,

ui = −Ri−1 BiT Xi xci .

(28)
(29)

The solutions are required to satisfy the following conditions: τi > 0, θi > 0, Xi ≥ 0, Yi ≥ 0
and Yi > Xi .

A.

Controller design for the test system
The problem considered here is of designing a robust LQ output-feedback decentralized

STATCOM control, which works in the presence of interconnection effects. To demonstrate
the control design process, controllers are designed for two 12.5 MVAr STATCOMs connected
to the two wind farms, and an excitation controller for generator G3 . The STATCOMs SM1 ,
SM2 , and the wind generators W T1 , W T2 are shown in Fig. 2. The two wind farms are
equipped with fixed-speed wind generators and supply 5% of the total load. We represent
each wind farm by an aggregated wind generator model.28
Modal analysis is performed on the interconnected system to get an idea of the dominant modes which need to be controlled.21 The dominant mode for the test system is
14

TABLE I. Participation factors
States

′
′
△s1 △Eqr
△s2 △Eqr
△ω3 △δ3
1
2

Participation Factor 0.96

1.0

0.94 0.97 0.89 0.32

−0.0985 ± 3.463 with damping ratio 0.028. The normalized significantly contributing participation vector for the dominant mode is shown in Table I. From the participation vector
it is clear that both of the wind farms contribute significantly to the dominant mode and
hence controllers should be designed for both the wind generators. This brings out the need
to design decentralized controllers. The test system considered in this paper is divided into
three subsystems: (i) Wind Farm 1 and STATCOM 1 (ii) Wind Farm 2 and STATCOM 2
(iii) G1 , G2 , and G3 . The STATCOM controllers are designed for subsystems 1 and 2, and
an excitation controller is designed for subsystem 3 and it is implemented on generator G3 .
All the generators and exciters are represented by an aggregated equivalent seventh-order
model.

29

The first step to design the controller for STATCOMs is to determine the matrices and
define the variables in problem formulation (17)-(20).
To obtain the subsystem matrices in (17)-(20), the complete system is first linearized
about the desired equilibrium point. For each subsystem the state variables are divided
into two parts. One part consists of the states of the devices in the subsystem, called xi
and the other part consists of the rest of the states, called ri . The matrices Ai and Li are
appropriately chosen from the complete linearized model equations.

1.

Subsystems 1 and 2
The uncertainty output ζi and the perturbation input ξi are chosen such that
ζi = [∆si , ∆Edri , ∆Eqri , ∆vdci ]T , and ξi = ζi .

Owing to this choice of uncertainty output and perturbation input the inequalities in (21)
are satisfied. The state vector for wind farm subsystems is (i = 1, 2):
xi = [∆ωwti , ∆ωmi , ∆γi , ∆si , ∆Edri , ∆Eqri , ∆vdci , ∆vtmi ]T .
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The uncertainty term, represented by Ei ξi , is obtained by increasing the load by ten percent, finding the new equilibrium point, linearizing the system about that point, and taking
the difference between the subsystem A-matrices for the nominal load and the increased
load.30 This difference in A-matrices is Ei .
For the subsystems with wind generators (i = 1, 2):

0

0
h
i
h
i

Ci = 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 , Cyi = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , Hi = 
0

0


0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

.
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

(30)

The above choice of matrices means that the controlled output is the variation in induction
generator slip and the measured output is the change in STATCOM terminal voltage. The
control input is the firing angle αi of the STATCOMs.
Matrices Di , Gi , and Dyi for the subsystems with wind generators are chosen as follows:

Di = 10−4

h







1 1
h
i

−6 
−4
,
G
=
10
,
D
=
10


1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 .
i
yi
1 1


1 1
i

xi0 =

2.

1 1

h

iT
0.1 . . . 0.1 , .

(31)

Subsystem 3
The uncertainty output ζ3 and the perturbation input ξ3 are chosen such that

T
ζ3 = ∆Eq′ , ∆Ed′ , ∆ψ1d , ∆ψ2q , and ξ3 = ζ3 .

Matrices for the subsystem 3 with all the generators are:

h
i
C3 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 , Cy3


0

0
h
i

= 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 , H3 = 
0

0
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0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

.
0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

(32)

This choice means that the controlled variable is the generator angle deviation and the
measured variable is the speed deviation from the synchronous speed. The other matrices
in the subsystem model representation are:
h
iT
h
i
D3 = 10−6 , G3 = 10−6 0 0 0 1 , Dy3 = 10−4 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 ,

(33)

x30 = [0.1, . . . , 0.1]T .

The matrices Mi , M̄i can be chosen to be arbitrary positive definite matrices; we select
them as identity matrices.
The algorithm to design the proposed controller can be summarized as follows:
• Step 1: For a given equilibrium point, obtain matrices in (17)–(20) according to the
procedure outlined in Section IV.
• Step 2: Solve the optimization problem (23). This is done by using a line search
technique for positive values of τi and θi . Matlab function fmincon can be used to
do the line search with a proper initialization. In the design presented in this paper
the line search was initialized with τi = 0.0015 and θi = 0.000015. For this case
the function fmincon converges without any perceptible delay. To be certain that
the solution is not numerically ill-conditioned, it is ensured that the solution of the
Eqs. (26)-(27) gives positive definite Xi and Yi for the values of τi and θi , i = 1, . . . , N
at which the infimum is achieved in (23).
• Step 3: Substitute the optimizing values of τi and θi into the Riccati Eqs. (26), (27)
and obtain Xi and Yi .
• Step 4: The designed controllers are given by Eqs. (28)–(29).
For the test system considered in this paper, the optimum value of the objective function
is obtained for τ1 = 0.0645, τ2 = 0.0468, τ3 = 0.0167, θ1 = 0.0005, θ2 = 0.0045, and
θ3 = 0.0001. The optimal minimax value of the performance cost for the test system is
0.2156 with 5% wind generator integration and 2 × 12.5 MVA STATCOMs.

V.

CASE STUDIES AND CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the controller performance the ATC is calculated by increasing load in area 2

and the generation in area 1. For security assessment, we apply a three-phase fault on middle
17

of one of the transmission lines between bus 6 and bus 7. The fault is cleared after five cycles
by opening the line and the line is restored after further five cycles. In load-flow analysis,
the acceptable voltage range considered in this paper is 0.9–1.1 pu. The dynamic ATC with
conventional generator, evaluated using the method in Section III for the three-phase fault
contingency is 690 MW.
The following analysis is divided into three parts: (a) Effect of different levels of wind
generator integration on the ATC, (b) Determination of compensations to restore and enhance the ATC with FSIGs, and (c) Robust STATCOM controller performance evaluation
in increasing the ATC.

A.

Effect of wind generator integration on ATC
To show the effect of the wind turbines on transfer capability, a portion of the generation

provided by G1 and G2 is provided by the wind farms. In the first case, five percent of the
conventional power in area 1 is replaced by fixed-speed wind turbines. In this case the ATC
is reduced to 569 MW as compared to 690 MW with only conventional generation.
In the second case, we use variable-speed wind turbines instead of fixed-speed induction generators. A variable-speed wind turbine with a doubly-fed induction generator uses
constant terminal voltage or unity power factor operation depending on the operating conditions. For the same penetration level and variable-speed wind turbines (VSWT) with
terminal voltage control, the ATC is 689 MW. The ATC is 720 MW with the VSWT operated in the power factor control mode (0.95 leading).
It is clear that with variable-speed wind turbine in voltage control mode the ATC changes
only slightly, whereas the fixed-speed wind turbine reduces the ATC by 17.53%. The
variable-speed wind turbine operating at leading power factor 0.95 increases the ATC by
4.34%.
The variation of the ATC with the varying amount of penetration of FSWGs is shown in
Fig. 4. The numerical values are given in Table II. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that initially
the ATC decreases gradually and after 7.5% penetration there is a sharp decrease in the
ATC. This sudden drop underscores the importance of a thorough analysis before replacing
conventional generation with wind power.
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TABLE II. Effect of FSIG on the ATC and compensations to restore it
FSIG integration in % 0
ATC in MW

2.5

5

7.5 10

690 643.5 607 545 90

STATCOM in MVA

0

Capacitor in MVAr

0

12.5 25 44 81
60

100 160 300

Available transfer capability (MW)

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

2

4
6
8
Wind power integration ( %)

10

FIG. 4. Change in ATC due to FSIG integration.

B.

Compensations to restore the ATC with FSIG
Wind generators are generally connected with power capacitors to improve the power

factor. The amount of compensations (both static and dynamic) to restore the deficiency in
ATC due to fixed-speed wind generator integration is shown in Fig. 5. For a five percent wind
power integration, 2 ×50 MVAr capacitors are required to restore the ATC to 690 MW. Two
12.5 MVAr capacity STATCOMs with the designed control can replace the 2 × 50 MVAr
static capacitors with superior dynamic response. The cost of capacitors is $10 to $20
per kVAr, and STATCOMs cost $55 to $70 per kVAr for systems with a capacity of 100
MVAr or more.31 The use of STATCOMs does not reduce the cost but they enhance the
19
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5
10
15
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20

FIG. 5. Compensations to restore the ATC. (The solid line represents STATCOM rating, and dash
line capacitor bank.)

dynamic performance significantly. The reactive power delivered by the shunt capacitor is
proportional to the square of the terminal voltage, which means that during low-voltage
conditions VAr support drops, thus compounding the problem. The STATCOM provides
extra reactive power support dynamically with a continuous change of output for voltage
recovery when the voltage becomes low.

C.

Controller performance evaluation
For a 5% wind energy penetration and 2 × 12.5 MVA STATCOM controllers designed

in this paper, the dominant mode for the closed-loop system is −0.424 ± 0.47831 with the
damping ratio 0.66291. From this it is clear that the closed-loop system is well-damped. In
contrast the critical mode for open-loop system with 2×50 MVAr capacitors is −0.1578±2.6
and the damping ratio is only 0.061.
The performance of the designed robust decentralized STATCOM controller is tested by
simulating response to two contingencies on the test system. The contingencies are: (a) the
outage of one transmission line and (b) three-phase short circuit at the middle of one of the
20

transmission lines between bus 6 and bus 7.

1.

Outage of one transmission line
Transmission line outage increases the line impedance and weakens the interconnection.

Due to the increase in the line reactance, extra reactive power is needed in order to maintain
the voltage at the load bus. The STATCOM voltage controller responds to this condition by
increasing the reactive power output and this has a beneficial effect on the voltage stability.
Simulation is performed with the line opened at t = 1s and subsequently reclosed after
0.15s. Fig. 6 shows the load voltage at bus 11 due to outage of one of the transmission lines
between bus 6 and bus 7, with (i) 2 × 50 MVAr static capacitor banks, (ii) the designed
controllers for 2 × 12.5 MVA STATCOMs. The steady-state value for load voltage at bus
11 for conditions (i) and (ii) are 1.066 pu and 1.00 pu respectively. From Fig. 6, it can be
seen that STATCOM controllers provides better dynamic performance as compared to the
2 × 50 MVAr capacitor banks in terms of both damping, overshoot and settling time. This
behavior is explained by the low damping (0.061) of the open-loop system with fixed capacitor compensation. For the total of 90 MVAr and below of fixed capacitor compensation,
the system is not able to recover to the pre-fault voltage.

2.

Three-phase short circuit
One of the most severe disturbances leading to voltage collapse is a three-phase fault on

one of the key transmission circuits. In this simulation a symmetrical three-phase fault is
applied at the middle of one of the transmission lines between bus 6 and bus 7. The fault
is cleared after five cycles. Fig. 7 depicts variation of the PCC (point of common coupling)
voltage at bus 4. The power transferred through the line 4–6 is shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
From Figs. 8 and 9, it can be concluded that more power can be transmitted through the
transmission line with the designed STATCOM controllers during transient. The reactive
power drawn by wind generators and supplied by STATCOM is shown in Fig. 10. It can be
seen that the total reactive power output of STATCOMs is in phase of the reactive power
consumed by the wind generators.
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FIG. 6. Load voltage for outage of one of the lines 6-7. (The solid line represents designed
STATCOM control response, and dash line capacitor bank.)
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FIG. 7. PCC voltage for a three phase fault on middle of one of the lines 6–7. (The solid line
represents designed STATCOM control response, and dash line capacitor bank.)
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FIG. 8. Real power flow through the line 4–6 for a three phase fault on middle of one of the
lines 6–7. (The solid line represents designed STATCOM control response, and dash line capacitor
bank.)

3.

Comparison with PI-based STATCOM
To evaluate the designed controller performance the dynamic ATC is calculated with

five percent FSIGs using PI-based STATCOM control and the proposed robust STATCOM
controller. The maximum ATC with PI-based STATCOM is 687 MW, whereas with the
proposed robust STATCOM control is 698 MW, i.e., the ATC is increased by 1.6% using
this robust control algorithm.
To test the dynamic performance, a simulation is performed with the increased ATC (698
MW) by applying the same three-phase fault as in the previous simulation. Figs. 11 and 12
show the load voltage at bus 11 and speed of a wind generator (W F1 ) with the proposed
STATCOM control and with a PI-based STATCOM controller. With the PI control, the
speed continues to increase due to the imbalance between the mechanical power extracted
from the wind and electrical power delivered to the grid even after the fault is cleared.
When a disturbance or fault occurs, the voltage at the terminals of the wind turbine drops
significantly, causing the electromagnetic torque and electric power output of the generator
23
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FIG. 9. Reactive power flow through the line 4–6 for a three phase fault on middle of one of the
lines 6–7. (The solid line represents designed STATCOM control response, and dash line capacitor
bank.)

to be greatly reduced. However, given that the mechanical input torque is almost constant
when typical non-permanent faults occur in a wind farm, this leads to an acceleration of the
machine rotor. Furthermore, the voltage gradually decreases and the wind generators have
to be disconnected from the grid to protect them and avoid voltage collapse.
The reference input for the each PI-based STATCOM controller in this paper has reactive
power (Qref =12.5 MVAr). For this reference reactive power, the load-flow converges for two
different values of the load voltage at bus 11, 1.0 pu and 0.6 pu. In this simulation the
post fault voltage with PI-based STATCOM settles to the lower 0.6 pu voltage equilibrium
point. The designed controller provides a satisfactory dynamic response for this contingency.
From this we conclude that the proposed controller performs better than the conventional
PI-based controller both in terms of transfer capability and dynamic performance of the
system.
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FIG. 10. Reactive power for a three phase fault on middle of one of the lines 6–7. (The solid line
represents reactive power output by the designed STATCOM (SM1 ) controller and dash line refers
reactive power drawn by the wind generator (W F1 ) .)

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have investigated the impact of wind farm dynamics on the available transfer capability of a heavily stressed transmission line. As the penetration level of fixed-speed
conventional wind turbines increases the ATC substantially decreases. The amount of both
static and dynamic compensations required for different levels of wind power integration has
been reported in order to obtain the same ATC as conventional generators. A controller
is designed to recover the original ATC. The designed controller is shown to be robust in
the presence of interconnection effects and uncertainty. The performance of the proposed
STATCOM controller is compared with a conventional PI-based STATCOM controller. The
dynamic voltage stability as well as transient stability is improved and thereby the ATC
increases significantly when the designed robust STATCOM controller is applied instead of
a conventional PI-based STATCOM controller.
The proposed decentralized robust control has been limited to the considerations of nonlinear systems where only weak interconnections arise. For strong interconnections, the
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FIG. 11. Load voltage at bus 11 for a three phase fault on middle of one of the lines 6–7. (The
solid line represents designed STATCOM control response, and dash line PI-based STATCOM.)

above analysis may be overconservative in terms of providing a quantitative measure of
the input threshold. Future research will extend this work to strong interconnections and
overlapping subsystems.
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FIG. 12. Speed of wind generator (W F1 ) for a three phase fault on middle of one of the lines
6–7. (The solid line represents designed STATCOM control response, and dash line PI-based
STATCOM.)
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APPENDIX - TEST SYSTEM DATA
Transmission lines- pu on 100 MVA base
Line
5−6
6−7
9 − 10

R
0.0000
0.0015
0.0010

X
0.0040
0.0288
0.0030

B
0.0000
1.173
0.0000

Transformers- pu on 100 MVA base
Line
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

R
0.0000
0.0015
0.0010
0.0010
0.0010
0.0010
0.0010
0.0010

X
0.0020
0.0045
0.0125
0.0030
0.0026
0.0010
0.0030
0.0030

Ratio
0.8857
0.8857
0.9024
1.0664
1.0800
0.9750
1.0000
1.0000

Machine parameters- machine 2 pu on 2200 MVA base and machine 3 on 1400 MVA
Ra

Xd Xq

Xl Xd′

Ra

Xd′′

Xq′′

′
′
Td0
Tq0

′′
Td0

′′
Tq0

0.0046 2.07 1.99 0.155 0.28 0.49 0.215 0.215 4.10 0.56 0.033 0.062
Induction generator parameters
Asynchronous Machines
Power: 2 MW

Rs = 0.0121 pu

Voltage: 690 V

Xs = 0.0742 pu

Frequency, f = 50 Hz

Xm = 2.7626 pu

Self Damping, 0.008 pu

Rr = 0.008 pu

Rated Slip: 0.02

Xr = 0.1761 pu

Two Mass Model

STATCOM

Hm = 2.6s, HG = 0.22s

Capacity: 12.5 MVA

Dm = 3 pu, Ks = 141 pu RC = 0.01 pu
Gearbox ratio: 23.75

C = 300 µF
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